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General Fields, Colonel Dorsey, and I accompanied the military members
and etaff of the Military Liaison Committee on a visit to Los Alans

Gen. Fields and(July 5-7), Sandia (July 7-8), end Livermore (July 9).
I spent the rorning of July 10 at Berkeley. Colonel Dorsey will cover
the Sendia aspects in his trip report.

Cstrich Prozran

At Los Alamos, Dr. Holloway gave the following data on the Ostrich programs

Fstinated Probable
Lencth Dianeter Teicht Yield Yield Ranse
(inches) (inches) (pounds) (mezatons) (recatons)

fi nymUy 223.5 61.4 30,000
ie TEndb 29607 61.4 1,2,000 \ oc.
c Tiel? ac 29607 61.4 x 42,000 ptya|
oe HY 1715 52.9%" "323,000 aa

we ot
* Length end reight ofBRMBYere for warhead elone, without tail

structure which will edd some length end about 2000 pounds in
weicht,.\74
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There rill be one assetbly team et Castle and two others starting in June

or July of 195).
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there ever were ofTons and further tests are planned.

(The work onMMBEBby the rete firing group has meant that there has not
been rnch recent work on Rala shots. However, Dr. MacDougall ceid that
Tos Alanos is still interested in Rela and that they have a nunber of
Pala ehots in mind that will take at least two years to carry out.)

Test Cperations

Dr. Graves said that four of the UPSHOT tests geve radioactive fallout,
end these rere tower shots, Cumulative infinite doses in populated
areas were calculated, in some of the highest cases, to be 6 roontgens
at Rockville (pop. 300), 7.7 roentgens at Hurricane (pop. 1500), 12 to.
15 roentgens at Riverside Cabins (pop. 1), and 7 roentgens at Crystal
(pop. 7). Some cows died fron what may have been a combination of
starvation and radiation. Some sheep died that were near starvation and
appeared to have burns of sone kind around the mouth and nose. Sons .
horses were blinded, apparently either because they were looking at the-"
Lire ball or because of beta radiation from radioactive material caught
in their eyes. “

There has been no fallout problen for any airburst snot to date. Howe
ever, for some experinents it is essential to do tower shots. In future
tests in Hevada, it is planned to try 500-foot towers instead of the
330-foot towers used at UPSHOT. In a series where there are fewer tests
than in YPSHOT, it would be possible to wait for more nearly ideal wind
conditions each time. Towever, the wind sometires shifts at the lsst
mimite and, in one case, srifted adversely after the shot had been fired.
It may be desirable to Minit tower su.ots to 35 kilotons, while airbursts
of up to 100 kilotons may be handled satisfactorily.

At fniwetok, there is also a fallout problez, not only in rerard to the
atoll itself but also in rezard to the 30,000 natives livins on various
islands to the south. The cost of tests at Mmivwetok is creater by about
a factor of three then tests in Nevada. The nunber of people for an
Fniwetok series is about 9000, consared with around 2000 in Nevada. The
tine revaired for preparation and for an operation at Fnivetok is about
Sc rontns, compared with es little as 3 months in Neveda.

In the CASTLE operation, four shots will be fired at Eikini first: one
on en island to the northwest of the atoll, tro on berces in the north
cf the la-oon, and one on en islend to the south, in thet order. Then,
tivo shots will be fired at Eniwetok: one on the island to the northcast
were tne GRIIITCUSE George snot wes fired and the other en a barge in
the crater of the IVY idke snote
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Scope of Tests After CASTLE at,
oh

Dr. Bradbury said thatERor the fissionable material produced had
been used for testing and the result hed been a 100 or 500% increase in
the utilization of fissionable raterial. In the future, one Nevada
series of tests might be held per year with epproximately six ehots
and one Fniwetok series every 14 to 2 years.

Dr. MscDougall mentioned a mmber of possible candidates for future tests,
which are listed below. None of these have been definitely decided on,

“y rte &
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CAD. If there should be a rilitary requirement for this enall
ir>losion warhead, a test o° its perforzence mirht be in order.

Secll Gun. If a small cun (€ inches or 21,0 mm in dianetear) vere
developed, a test nicht be desirable.
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Boosting t>perinents. Tests may be required because of the unimom

extent of mixins of the thermemiclear and fission components. ‘The

&. ” Snant
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possibility of using a solid compound ouchAB11thiun deuteride
instead ofthe deuterlum gos used in tho Bs

’ tested.

  

Initiation. It is hoped that the rechanisa of operation’ a
be understood from HE shots at Los Alanos, However, there is a
possibility of a full-scale test if a Eee‘: developed or...
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lof oralloy ray needA testing at Fnivetoke
vestaken B ined

ark 13. This may be proof teeted at sone future tines

‘a
a A test at Fniwetok will probably be necessary when this

has been developed.

Thersonuclear Tecoon Components. Co=.ponent tests reisted) to studies
or inprove-ents of the Ti=1,, Ti-16, TL~17, and 718) A
necessary in hoveda. Two such tests were rade at ‘UPSOT, the

meee- erg. HTB experinents. ZI
be comets a cad er Soy
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(During the afternoon of July 9, a presentation of the status of the NTA
project was mede by a representative of the California Research and
Developrent Coe, and then a tour wes made of the facilities of Project
Whitney and the VTA et Livernore.)

(Discussions were held in Berieley on the morning of July 10 among
personnel of the Division of tilitary Application, the San Francisco
Operations Office, and the University of California Radiation Laboratory
on facilities and budget matters in regard te Project Whitney. These
discussions will be covered by Col. Beckedorff and lr. Gise in their
trip renorts.) .

(Tne VIC mexnbers visited the Naval Radiological Defense Leboratory
on July 10.)

Paul c. Fine
Technical Acscistant
Division of Lilitary Application


